CORRECTION “Jerky Turkey”

Tex Avery (Thanksgiving)

WHO ?

A pilgrim = hunter ; a turkey (gobble) ; a bear = sandwich-man (bear) ; a fox ; 2
Indians (1 half-breed; 1 Town-Cryer; lots of Pilgrims; navy-men + crows

WHERE ?

In Plymouth, in the state of Massachusetts, on the north-eastern coast of the USA
(America)

WHEN ?

In 1621, in the beginning of the 17th century ; at Thanksgiving, on the fourth (last)
Thursday of November

What about ?

A pilgrim who wants to shoot a turkey for his Thanksgiving dinner

Right / Wrong and correct the wrong word

Detailed comprehension

The ship’s called the Bounty.
Mayflower
The people on the ship are dressed in brown with white collars and cuffs.
They also wear a brown hat.
They wear three belt buckles : one on their hat and two on their shoes. The fourth is on their belt
Plymouth is an English town.
The trip was from England to America.
It’s summertime.
winter
The town’s got two political parties.
The villagers are dressed in brown and white too.
The villagers are queuing in front of the church.
shop - drugstore
Ye Town Cryer is giving the news.
crying
The action takes place at Hallowe’en.
Thanksgiving
The hunter wants to shoot a turkey for his Xmas dinner. Thanksgiving
A turkey call is a whistle to attract the animal.
The turkey is wrapped in paper as a gift.
Both the turkey and the hunter are hurt.
The turkey shoots at the fox. The pilgrim shoots at the turkey
There are no rooms available at the fox’s home.
The sandwich man looks like a panda.
bear
Instead of the turkey, there’s a pilgrim behind the trunk of the tree.
an Indian
The Indian is dressed in the same way as the pilgrim.
a different
The second Indian, who’s much slimmer, is a half-breed.
The second meeting with the sandwich bear is at a crossroads.
The hunter destroys the brick wall.
paints in white so as to make it invisible
The turkey runs through the brick wall, whereas the hunter can’t.
The third time they meet the sandwich bear at the bottom of a lamppost.
tree
The turkey is good at diving.

The next time they meet the bear, it’s at his restaurant. At the pool
The turkey suggests they have their meal at Joe’s.
The sandwich bear walks in front, immediately followed by the pilgrim. turkey

FIRST they follow the sandwich bear
SECOND they walk to Joe’s restaurant, one after the other
NEXT the three of them enter the restaurant.
After the door being closed, we can hear a lot of noises.
Then the bear comes out with a big, round belly, handling a tooth pick.
Finally (In the end) we can see the turkey and the hunter inside the bear’s stomach

Anachronisms :
binoculars / traffic-lights / guns / pavement / number plate / tyres / exhaust-pipe /
caravan / aeroplane / air company / destroyers / political parties / drugstore / black
market / sandwich man / false teeth ( dentures) / toothpick / Superman(Turkey) / baseball
bat

1.

INSTEAD OF

1. Instead of giving the news, he can’t stop crying.
2. Instead of the turkey, he notices an Indian
Instead of noticing the turkey, he sees an Indian.
3. Instead of stopping in front of it, the turkey runs through the wall !
4. Instead of running through the wall, the pilgrim has to stop in front of it.
5. Instead of the turkey falling off, the tree with the pilgrim in it is falling on the ground.
6. Instead of falling on the ground, the turkey is falling into the pool.
7. Instead of being killed, the turkey suggest they have dinner at Joe’s.
Instead of killing the turkey, the hunter decides to have dinner at Joe’s.
8. Instead of having dinner at Joe’s, Joe is having dinner on them.
✡

LISTEN to what the turkey says to the hunter and complete:
“Listen, you’re never going to catch me, THEREFORE why don’t we eat at Joe’s ?
➔

The link-word THEREFORE expresses a consequence

Now you: Example :
It’s Turkey Day and that’s (the reason) why / therefore / consequently the pilgrims are going to hunt
turkey for their Thanksgiving dinner.
Watch again carefully and make similar sentences using and that’s (the reason) why or therefore or
consequently.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ye Democrats don’t like Ye Republicans.
There are not many cigarettes in the shops.
Ye Town Cryer must be unhappy.
The pilgrim wants some meat for his Thanksgiving dinner.

The turkey rolls himself in paper and ribbon.

There are two separated villages.
The villagers are queuing.
He’s crying instead of giving the news.
He’s off hunting.
He looks like a gift (present)

6.

The pilgrim left his gun unattended.

7. The slim Indian is half a white man, half an Indian

The turkey can take it and fix it the other
way round.

He’s a half-breed; he’s got only 1 feather
instead of some.
8. The sign post says « STOP ».
They must stop.
9.
There’s « The end of the pavement » written on the sign just in front of the precipice.
The pilgrim fell off it.
10. Joe wants people to eat at his restaurant.
He becomes a sandwich bear.
11. The pilgrim and turkey are both hungry.
They decide to go and have dinner at Joe’s.
12. The bear’s hungry too !
He wanted to swallow the hunter and the turkey !

